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Read about his journey as an author, medical illustrator and medical comics creator:  
 
“My book writing journey started in 2017 with the “500 Most Common List For NEET-PG” published on kindle 
and amazon. This book got a huge response from medical students all over India and became the best seller in 
medical entrance exam books on kindle-amazon since 2017. 
 
Inspired by the success of this book, I wrote and publish “Parasitology Simplified: easiest way to learn parasites” 
first edition (2017) and second edition (2019). Then the journey continued with many books like Immunology Flash 
Cards, Bacteriology flashcards, Mycology and Virology flashcards, Bacteria High Yield concepts, Biomedical waste 
management rules simplified and recently Basic course in biomedical research handbook. 
 
In 2019, I have pursued my old passion for sketching doodles, portraits, comic characters on paper and on the digital 
platform. One day I made a carton that is entertaining, visually stunning as well as provide high yield information 
on a medical topic. It got a tremendous response on social media. So, I decided to  bring the creativity of cartoons 
into the field of medicine to make learning medical concepts entertaining. That’s how “Q world Medical Comics” 
started. With help of friends and the support of Q world, I created the world’s first medical comic studio. The 
mission is to provide an affordable and innovative alternative in form of medical comics to conventional medical 
educational materials without affecting technical correctness. 
 
From my vast experience in medical teaching, I have observed that medical studies through conventional books can 
be tedious. It’s often difficult to remember the vast amounts of information required to understand and remember 
the fundamental medical concepts. Hence, medical students cannot achieve their desired goals. The most frustrating 
feeling in the world is staring at a question during an exam, and not quite being able to recall the answer. Q world 
medical comics solve this problem by combining high-quality art and humour to make understanding and 
memorizing medical concepts easy and fun. 
 
I published my first medical comic book “Cholera: Medical Comic” in April 2019. Overwhelmed by its response, I 
published medical comics about "Clostridium, Parasitology basics, Amoebae, Cestodes and Malaria. I invite all 
faculties and students who want to volunteer for the project to make medical education more interesting.” 
 
Instagram handle: medicalcomics 
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